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*The factsheets are a reductive analysis of work carried out to date encompassed in D2.1. analysis and proposals. 
They also include internal and on-going CHARTER work which will be further developed in the next report. 

* 
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(See the link to Report D2.1 on page 23) 
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** The use of “Acknowledging” in the first level is an empirical proposal arising out of the Vienna workshop. Further 
work will be carried out to clarify levels of knowledge to be applied in the final CHARTER model spider-web tool. 

** 
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RECOGNITION 

TASKS ESCO skills ICOMOS skills 

1. Identify and analyse 
properties/characteristics, and assess the 
authenticity and significance of these, and their 
heritage values 

Fine arts Architectural history 

Historic architecture Understand the significance and the history of the monument, ensemble or site involved and its context 

Cultural history Understand historic areas and operational territories and their history 

History History of architecture, engineering and urban planning (evolution of the forms and features of the built environment with regard to their 
structure, heritage character defining elements and functions) 

Anthropology Specific knowledge of the theory, and the history of architectural and urban conservation (including the basics of the history of 
technology, and knowledge of the evolution of building forms) 

Archaeology History of gardening and landscaping (including planting design) both as an art and as a craft 

Art history Read elements of a site, including landform, earthworks, rocks, water features, plants, plantings, constructions, buildings, ornaments, 
sculpture, views, spaces and subterranean archaeological evidence 

Art-historical values Read the values, understand the significance and the history of the monument 

Evaluate art quality   

2. Involve and empower communities, and all 
stakeholders, to recognise heritage   

Knowledge of the economic benefits of built heritage and innovative funding models 

Advise on the authenticity and significance of the work of art, monument, ensemble or site 

PRESERVATION & SAFEGUARDING 

TASKS ESCO skills ICOMOS skills 

3. Carry out condition assessment of cultural 
heritage, and conservation-restoration actions 
and disseminate 

Assess conservation needs Architectural conservation 

Advise on building matters Technical knowledge of construction 

Advise on construction materials Destructive and non-destructive methods of analysis 

Advise on landscapes Methods for dating artefacts and structures 

Examine the conditions of buildings Structural systems of historic buildings and structures 

Apply restoration techniques Design any necessary adaptions, so that they preserve the historically essential features 

Conservation techniques History and theory of conservation, conservation methodologies and approaches  

CHARTER Spiderweb – a complex analysis  
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Supervise projects for the conservation of 
heritage buildings Oversee the practical interventions 

Architecture regulations 

Construction history and techniques, as well as materials’ characteristics, use and behaviour 

Principles of conservation as wellas  appropriate conservation and maintenance methods  

Architectural conservation 

Technical knowledge of construction 

Theory and process of historical conservation as it relates to historic gardens and parks etc. 

Adapt building environmental functions to heritage environments 

4. Identify, research and appraise cultural 
heritage characteristics, values, significance and 
its local and social context 

Provide conservation advice   

5. Monitor and evaluate conservation, restoration 
outcomes  Compose condition reports Supervision and detailed recording of structures before and during works by drawn, photographic and written means 

ENGAGEMENT & USE 

TASKS ESCO skills ICOMOS skills 

6. Engage communities and stakeholders 

Build community relations Management of relations with communities and other stakeholders 

Maintain relations with local representatives  

Work with inhabitants, administrators and planners to resolve conflicts and to develop conservation strategies appropriate to local 
needs, abilities and resources 

Interaction with the development of buildings and built environments 

Advice owners on maintenance, repairs and preservation, and on suitability of projects which require formal "listed" building consent 

7. Design cultural heritage experiences 
  

Create cultural venue outreach policies   
  

Create cultural venue learning strategies 

8. Planning, management, interpretation and 
promotion of responsible management of 
tourism in built heritage sites and destinations 

Agritourism   
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9. Communicate and disseminate contents Prepare exhibition programs Advice owners on maintenance, repairs and preservation, and on suitability of projects which require formal "listed" building consent 

10. Deploy technical resources   Presentation of the collection for fruition, as well as public-engagement and educational activities 

MANAGEMENT 

TASKS ESCO skills ICOMOS skills 

11. Coordinate and allocate resources in 
management of conservation and maintenance 
incl monitoring human and financial resources 

Corporate social responsibility Maintenance strategies, management policies and the policy framework for environmental protection and preservation of monuments 
and their contents, and sites  

Manage conservation of natural and cultural 
heritage  Understand economic considerations and their consequences in the life of a building 

Estimate restoration costs Maintenance strategies, management policies and the policy framework for environmental protection and preservation of monuments 
and their contents, and sites Calculate costs of repair operations 

12. Lead multidisciplinary teams Project management Lead a team of craft workers 

13. Planning of strategies and future possibilities 

Cultural projects Planning, management, interpretation and promotion of responsible management of tourism in built heritage sites and destinations 

Liaise with cultural partners Valuation, transactions in and management of all types of land and property:  purchase, sale, letting, investment, mortgage, rating, 
insurance, compensation or taxation; causes of obsolescence and changes in building and site 

14. Monitoring the results of project activities 
and assessment of outcomes   

Management, co-inspection (and audit) and maintenance of the collection/museum 

Understand economic considerations and their consequences in the life of a building 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT/EDUCATION 

TASKS ESCO skills ICOMOS skills 

15. Monitor trends with an impact on heritage 
and heritage communities, including heritage 
practices with elaboration of concepts and 
principles for heritage practice 

Analyse recorded sources Updated inventory and documentation systems, and updated research and exploration methods 

Interview techniques Analysis of interventions over time 

16. Research and interpret cultural heritage, and 
investigate heritage-related problems, including 
historical documentation and research 

Carry out strategic research Understand materials, and diagnose their pathologies and causes of decay 

Collect samples for analysis 
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Conduct scholarly research 

Investigate and report on the motivation and history of the creation of a work of art or historic building site or ensemble in its cultural 
context 

Do historical research 

Historical methods 

Search historical sources in archives 

17. Formulate problems, opportunities and 
different consequences for built environments, 
urban landscapes and cultural landscapes 

  Unique understanding of how traditional buildings operate in modern times and how best they can be maintained, repaired, conserved 
and restored if appropriate 

18. Develop innovative/sustainable solutions for 
heritage-related problems    

Identification of materials, analysis of deterioration processes, subsequent preservation, prediction of historic and modern materials' 
behaviour, analysis and interpretation of data, building conservation methods and materials 

Testing and developing new materials and treatment methods 

19. Train and share knowledge with heritage 
professionals  Apply teaching strategies Advice owners on maintenance, repairs and preservation, and on suitability of projects which require formal "listed" building consent 

GOVERNANCE & POLICY MAKING 

TASKS ESCO skills ICOMOS skills 

20. Facilitate & inform policy making  
  
  
  

Government policy implementation 

  

Liaise with government officials 

Liaise with local authorities 

Maintain relationships with government 
agencies 

21. Promote the values of heritage as a common 
good including stakeholders' involvement in 
participatory governance and coordination of 
networks 

  Knowledge of the economic benefits of built heritage and innovative funding models 

22. Advise on most aspects of strategic planning 
including definition of conservation policies 

  Understand planning law and procedures 

  Understand the preconditions for past and future changes in built environments, urban landscapes and cultural landscapes 
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